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Barry’s Bar Napkin Parasite 
Genetics 

• The Bliss-Fisher-Crofton-May fallout 
problem 

• The parasite community problem 

• The complex life cycle problem 

• The Red Queen problem 
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The Bliss-Fisher-Crofton-
May fallout problem 



Why am I calling this general 

principle a problem in bar napkin 

parasite genetics? 

A: Because it focused 

so much research 

attention on what human 

beings wanted to believe 

instead of what nature 

was telling them to 

study. 

BA search using “negative,” “binomial,” 

and “parasit*” = 439 hits, 1951-2014. 



The genetic 

implications 

The really 

important 

part of this 

diagram is 

this arrow 

and what it 

means. 



The genetic 

implications 

BA search 

using 

“negative,” 

“binomial,” 

and “host 

genot*” = 1 hit 

(1951-2014) 

and that paper 

Is: 



Latronico, F., A. Moodley, S. S. Nielsen, and L. Guardabassi. 

 2014. Enhanced adherence of methicillin-resistant 

 Staphylococcus pseudintermedius sequence type 71 

 to canine and human corneocytes. Veterinary 

 Research (Les Ulis) Vol. 45. Article No.: 70 
 

+ “host death” = 4 

+ “population regulation” = 9 

“aggregated,” “distribution,” “population regulation” = 13 

JJ’s relatively unsupported conclusion: 

the hope that this focus on parasite 

population distributions, and especially 

the aggregated ones, would confirm 

our beliefs about the effects of 

parasites on host populations is not 

fulfilled. 

(63 years) 



The 

Parasite 

Community 

Problem 

Do animals 

respond to 

foreign 

proteins? 
 



The 

Parasite 

Community 

Problem 

Do animals 

respond to 

foreign 

proteins? 
 

BA search 

using parasit* 

and immunol* = 

31,545 hits  



Do animals respond to foreign proteins? 
 

Yes, and such response alters the environment for 

 other animals (parasites) that might enter or 

 attach to the first animal (host). 

Yes, and such response has no effect whatsoever 

 on the environment occupied by subsequent 

 colonizers. 

Σ Σ 
i = n 

j = 1 i = 1 

j = n 
n! 

x!*(n-x)! 
px   qn-x 

* j i 

Or - - - 

What does this equation imply (assert)? 



The Species 

Density 

Distribution 

Number of Parasite Species per Host 
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For X number of 

parasite species, 

disregarding 

infrapopulations, there 

are n!/((x!(n-x)!) 

combinations, each 

distinct based on the 

parasite species 

involved, of possible 

effects of co-occurring 

parasite species on 

the fate of a potential 

colonizer. 

(We have just defined the doctoral problem from hell.) 

gbck.org 



For X number of 

parasite species, 

disregarding 

infrapopulations, there 

are n!/((x!(n-x)!) 

combinations, each 

distinct based on the 

parasite species 

involved, of possible 

effects of co-occurring 

parasite species on 

the fate of a potential 

colonizer. 

(We have just converted the doctoral problem from hell 

into the ecologists’ dream problem because it seems to 

give parasites a role in nature consistent with the 

ecologists’ perceptions.) gbck.org 

www.fanpop.com 



The Complex Life Cycle Problem: 
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The Complex Life Cycle Problem 

A – F = distinct life cycle stages 

          = Shared genetic information 

          = Developmental events 
 

Hint: this diagram is a 

typical Barry’s bar 

napkin drawing that is 

only a guide to 

hypotheses, testable 

and not. 



Stage-

common 

genes 

Stage-

specific 

genes 



There’s actually a reasonable amount of 

published research on stage-specific proteins 

and gene expression, especially in 

schistosomes. 

 

Somebody should assimilate this information for 

a seminar later in the semester – I’m guessing 

you’ll find some interesting gaps, which will 

actually be great doctoral dissertation problems. 



omarrodriguezv.deviantart.com 

The Red Queen Problem: 

http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&docid=EpgYkaAFxwxsAM&tbnid=gZqXQS69N5sO_M:&ved=0CAQQjB0&url=http%3A%2F%2Fomarrodriguezv.deviantart.com%2Fart%2FRed-Queen-335067248&ei=p08PVPzRAcSNyATIvIKgAw&bvm=bv.74649129,d.aWw&psig=AFQjCNGDWxscjcuEgTXEr1UpKVaedgHEKw&ust=1410375921872768


The Red Queen hypothesis, also referred to as Red Queen's, 

Red Queen's race or The Red Queen Effect, is an evolutionary 

hypothesis which proposes that organisms must constantly 

adapt, evolve, and proliferate not merely to gain reproductive 

advantage, but also simply to survive while pitted against 

ever-evolving opposing organisms in an ever-changing 

environment. The Red Queen hypothesis intends to explain 

two different phenomena: the constant extinction rates as 

observed in the paleontological record caused by co-evolution 

between competing species[1] and the advantage of sexual 

reproduction (as opposed to asexual reproduction) at the level 

of individuals.[2] The phenomenon's name is derived from a 

statement that the Red Queen made to Alice in Lewis Carroll's 

Through the Looking-Glass in her explanation of the nature of 

Looking-Glass Land: 

Now, here, you see, it takes all the running you can do, to keep 

in the same place.[3] 

(Directly from Wikipedia) 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Evolution
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hypothesis
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Organism
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Red_Queen_hypothesis
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Red_Queen_hypothesis
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Red_Queen_%28Through_the_Looking-Glass%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lewis_Carroll
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Through_the_Looking-Glass
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Through_the_Looking-Glass
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Through_the_Looking-Glass
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Red_Queen_hypothesis


www.nature.com 

Cellular immune response: 



Cellular immune response 

(greatly simplified = bar napkin): 

A B C D E 
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A B C D E 

Generations 



The point is: a genetic event resulting in either 

host susceptibility or host resistance can occur in 

a variety of places, and you can’t necessarily 

predict which of those places the lesion (or 

resistance change) will occur. So with a multiple-

cause system, it’s not entirely clear that the Red 

Queen scenario can in fact occur. That is, it could 

easily be a statistical impossibility if there are 

more than four or five potential sites of causality. 



Start year End year # Papers (BA) 

1929 2014 130 

1961 2014 128 

1970 2014 127 

1990 2014 125 

2000 2014 96 

2010 2014 50* 

Red Queen + parasit* papers in Biol 

Abstracts 

*9 with Lively listed as an author 



Somebody needs to do a really 

complete, and neutral, philosophy 

of science project on the Red 

Queen hypothesis. 



The Take-Home: 

• It’s always an interesting exercise to examine 
the way deeply-held beliefs direct our 
research agenda. 

• The relationship between technology (what 
can be done) and the way things are (what 
should be done) is always a compromise 
tainted with intellectual politics. 



Barry’s Bar and Grill may be the best 
place to discuss parasite genetics, 
but BIOS 915P is a close second. 


